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A white paper titled ‘The State of SMS’ released today by Textlocal (http://www.textlocal.com), one
of the UK’s leading SMS marketing platforms, predicts a sharp rise in mobile marketing as Britain
boasts nearly 80m active mobile phones in circulation for the first time. Despite these findings, only
50% of businesses surveyed are currently using SMS as part of their marketing strategies.
The white paper illustrates how 37.2 million consumers have opted to use SMS and mobile communications as
their preferred choice for receiving notifications from businesses. This number is predicted to rise to
48.7 million in 2020, making SMS the fastest growing marketing channel in the UK.
The growth in smartphone usage and technological advancements have radically transformed the way British
consumers behave and how businesses engage with them. Ofcom estimates that a staggering 93% of the
UK’s population now own a mobile phone, with the majority keeping them to hand for more than 16 hours a
day.
The growing influence of the medium is also highlighted by the fact that 98% of branded or
business-related texts are opened by mobile users, with 90% read within 3 minutes of receiving them. The
report goes on to highlight that 23.5m people will respond to a business text message in 2017 and that
7bn texts will be sent this year alone.
Jason Palgrave-Jones, Managing Director of Textlocal, comments: “Britain is fast becoming a ‘mobile
first’ society as mobile phones are often the first and last thing people engage with each day. By
their very nature, mobile phones are to hand and provide an unrivalled platform for brands to communicate
directly with their audiences. These are exciting times for those involved in the mobile industry as the
benefits to businesses and consumers are realised.”
SMS communication is already a leading tool for businesses looking to engage directly with customers,
whether it’s to share delivery updates, appointment confirmations or marketing promotions. These
messages and other applications are expected to grow rapidly in the coming months.
Rachel Aldighieri, Managing Director of the Direct Marketing Association, adds: “It’s clear that
mobile marketing and SMS is set to rise as UK consumers remain intrinsically linked with their phones.
The medium is already widely used for sending marketing messages, however as technologies grow we expect
to see an exponential rise in its use amongst businesses and consumers.”
To help manage the growth in mobile and SMS marketing, new General Data Protection Regulations (GDPR) are
set to come into force in May 2018. This will ensure businesses looking to engage in SMS marketing are
compliant and have appropriate platforms and permissions in place when doing so.
A full version of the report can be found by contacting Scarlett@thesourcepartnership.com.
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The State of SMS
All data and forecasts quoted in the report are by mobilesquared (http://www.mobilesquared.co.uk) unless
stated otherwise. The national primary consumer research has been supplemented by primary industry mobile
market research conducted by Mobilesquared on an ongoing basis – the company has been tracking,
measuring and forecasting the UK mobile market since 2007, and this data where applicable, has been
supplemented with secondary and tertiary data/information.
The quantitative research involved an online panel survey of 1,000 people, who were quizzed about their
propensity to interact with businesses via their mobile device. Mobilesquared then applied the results to
its proprietary Mobile Consumer Trends database/ forecasting model to reveal a national breakdown of
responses across the UK, broken out by location/ITV regions, device/OS type, gender, demographic, and
socio-economic segmentation.
About Textlocal
Textlocal was founded in 2005 and employs 38 people in Chester and a further 26 in Malvern. Since 2005
over 165,000 users have used the system, sending more than a billion SMS messages. IMI Mobile group
bought Textlocal in 2014 to complement its current suite of IMI products, including IMIchat, IMIconnect,
IMIsocial, IMIdigital, IMIcampaign, IMIbot.ai. The company has more than 1,000 5star Trustpilot reviews
and direct connections with all the main mobile networks, to ensure messages are delivered immediately.
The business has been recognised by achieving the following awards. For more information visit Textlocal
(http://www.textlocal.com)
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